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“Free Point” Placement for Claudia’s Creations Designs 
 

Open the Design / Mark the first stitch placement on the template with arrow post it note. 

Hoop the fabric according to instructions & attach the hoop to the module. 

 

     Touch the Edit Icon (pencil) return to the Main Screen. 
 

   

  Touch Information Icon      

                   

  Touch Pinpoint Placement (second icon down, on the right) 

 

  Butterfly Box is NOT Selected (no yellow outline) 

           

  1.    Zoom in 4 - 5 times  

                                   

                                     

  2.    Find Circle Marker on screen (it’s positioned at the first stitch of the design)  

 

           

  3.    Touch Free Point (rectangle Butterfly turns yellow) then Touch screen where 

     the Circle Marker was!            Marker drops on screen. 

 

   4.    Use Zigzag & Straight Stitch knobs to move the needle position to the “green 

     start arrow” per my instructions. The 1st Marker & Needle location coordinate 

     the screen & fabric positions together. 

                                     

                           5.   Locks in the 1st Marker position. Design will rotate off this point. 

   

Zoom out to see the whole   Placement Line. 
 

Look in my instructions and find the “red end arrow”               this is the location for the 2nd marker. 

TOUCH THE SCREEN to position the 2nd marker.  Zoom in 4-5 times to make sure the position is correct!  

Now,  Zoom out to see both markers! 
 

Use ONE KNOB ONLY to rotate the design. Using the wrong Knob will RE-SIZE the design. 

                 
 

If markers are mostly up & down-ish (vertical)            Use the ZIGZAG KNOB (top knob) to rotate the design.  
  

 

If markers are mostly side to side-ish (horizontal)                     Use STRAIGHT STITCH KNOB to rotate the design.. 

 
 

Do Not “Set” the second marker yet, design holds its position.  On screen touch areas on the Placement Line,    

working your way back to the 1st Marker by lowering needle confirming correct position (aka: “sewing without thread”)  

 

  Locks in position of 2nd Marker, nodes disappear (this is weird but they are still set!!) 

  Note: you can retouch on the screen to start a new set of markers if needed. 
 

 
 

             Touch Information Icon (returns to Main Menu)            

  

      

  Touch Needle Icon (lower right corner returns to embroidery) 

       

 Advance to Color #2. 
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Cheat Sheet “Free Point” Placement for Claudia’s Creations Designs 
 

   Open the design, advance to Color #1 

 

 

    

    Edit Pencil    Information                         Pin Point   

   

 

Step #1. Set First Marker 

 

 Butterfly Box NOT SELECTED (no yellow outline) 

 Zoom in 4 - 5 times to easily see  the         on the screen  
  

  This is where you want to set the first marker  

 

TOUCH THE SCREEN  to drop the First Marker 

 

   TOUCH Free Point Butterfly Icon            (the marker disappears) 

   TOUCH the SCREEN where the Circle Marker used to be 

 

 

     Use Zigzag & Straight Stitch to move the needle position  

     The 1st Marker & Needle location coordinate the screen & fabric positions.  

 

 

 

 

 

Step #2. Set Second Marker 

 

 Touch the end of the Placement Line OR 

 Touch anywhere on the Placement Line if you don’t know where the end is OR 

 Try to find an angle shape on the Placement Line OR 

 Try to find the top of a curve on the Placement Line  

   

 

 Use EITHER the Zigzag OR Straight Stitch knob to move the needle into position 

 Retouch on the Placement Line as you “walk the line” towards the end of the line. 
 

   


